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From the Principal’s Desk
Dear Readers
Marianne Williamson once stated, "Our deepest fear is not that
we are adequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful
beyond measures."
It is the innate power that enables us to empower others to take
leaps of faith and explore unchartered territories. As an educator
who has always believed in letting learners achieve both academics
and personal goals. I can proudly say that this practice has been a
foundational stone of the learning at JIS. From the session 2020 - 2021 we have been
undergoing unprecedented times and during these difficult times all teachers, students
and their families have been moving ahead with full determination.
Due to the unending certainty of pandemic, there has been a 360 degree shift in the world
of Education. Online education emerged as the new form of learning. Both Teachers and our
young learners quickly adapted to the new normal and emerged successful in teaching
learning process.
In a rapidly changing world, today constant learning is more valuable than mastery. At JIS it
is our endeavor to prepare our students to face the challenges of the 21st century equipping
them with the right skill sets and core values of Honesty, Truth, Loyalty, Love, Peace and
Service to the mankind.
I thank all the Parents for showing immense faith in us and believing that their children are
definitely be going to be good human beings under our tutelage.
A gentle reminder Follow all covid related SOP’s. Take care and be Safe.
God bless you all!!

World Health Day
World Health Day was celebrated by the
students of classes Nursery to V on April 7,
2021. As a part of this special day, an
interactive session was organized where
the teachers emphasized on healthy habits
to stay fit. Various activities were done in
the classes like poster making, talk, collage
making and yoga.
The day was indeed enlightening as it
touched upon significant issues of good
health and well-being.

ROAD

SAFETY

PLEDGE

Road Safety Pledge organized for the
students of Classes III onwards on 12th
April'21.

Teachers explained the importance of traffic
rules and regulations. It is a great way to
educate children, young people and parents
about the dangers on roads, how we can all
take steps to be safer, and how adults can
better protect children. It can make a huge
difference to children’s lives and help to
prevent deaths and injuries.

BRAIN'O' MIND ABACUS

Harshit Jindal of VIII B won the title
of Master Brain 'o' mind Abacus. It is
one of the highest achievement in
entire course. He was also rewarded 3
trophies and 2 gold medals for the
same.

BAISAKHI CELEBRATION
Students of Nursery to V celebrated
Baisakhi on 13th April'21 with full
fervor. Teachers made students aware
about the significance and relevance of
Baisakhi, various aspects of cultural
heritage through short videos and
stories which were dedicated to
farmers. This was followed by many
cultural folk dances, songs, talks and
poems. Students made kites and dhol
using waste materials. Students and
teachers were dressed up in traditional
Punjabi attire and enjoyed a lot.

Eloquence- Public Speaking Activity
Students of classes II to V enthusiastically participated in Speaking Activity
on 16.04.21. They all showed the continuation of the practice of public
speaking with eloquence and confidence. Few students were dressed up and
used props as well. Participating in such activities is an effective way to
develop language and communication skills.

SENTENCE CARD GAME
Build a Sentence Card Game*
English Activity
Students of Class III played this
card game in a fun way to build
sentences. Each students had
their deck of cards which they
sorted and picked them to build
sentences with complete sense.
Our Sentence Structure Activities
are great fun and needs NO
PREPARATION! Just think &
and go for it ! All students loved
working on completing sentences,
and this activity enhanced their
imagination skills.

Self-Introduction
Introducing oneself to the world is an art .The
exposure of this kind boost the confidence of
children and helps them to be more social.
Self-introduction activity was conducted by
KG students on 20.4.21

WELCOME PARTY
“Love one another and you will be
happy. It’s as simple as that.”
Fun is important because it gives
everyone a day to feel special. With all
love and best wishes, teachers of classes
Nursery to I organized a welcome party
for their tiny tots on 23rd April'21.
Children were dressed up in their party
clothes with caps on their heads. Dance
and fun-filled games like memory game,
scavenger hunt were played with the
children. Children and parents enjoyed a
lot this fun filled day.

GRATITUDE MANDALA
"Gratitude is the fairest blossom which springs
from the soul."

Drawing and colouring are ways of
expressing creativity. The act of creating
a Mandala is also believed to have strong
spiritual and healing powers. To unleash
such powers, students of class VIII
created such colourful intriguing works
of art that were not only beautiful but
inspiring. Working with mandalas is a
playful, creative and inspiring way to
practice self-discovery and mindfulness.
So we should never forget that 'A
grateful heart is a magnet for miracles'.

EARTH DAY
In our daily rat-race and struggles in life we
tend to forget the important things which
need our attention on priority like the issue
of climate change. And, now since the world
is battling the deadly COVID-19 pandemic,
the topic of global warming has been
overshadowed again. Therefore, students of
JIS celebrated Earth Day with full enthusiasm.
They honor this day with fancy dresses and
put forth their noteworthy thoughts in
various expression forms.

ARTIFACTS TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
- ELOCUTION
With the continuous development in science and technology, the future of
the world seems to be dominated by Artificial Intelligence. And the time is
assumed to be not far when almost every aspect of our life involves AI
assistance in some way or the other. So we decided to encourage our
students to look for certain facts on A.I and present them in form of
elocution.
Students of class IX and X enthusiastically participated in elocution wherein
they shared their views and facts on the topic 'Artifacts to Artificial
Intelligence'.

SHOW AND TELL
Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may
remember, involve me and I learn....
Benjamin Franklin
Show and Tell activity is the key part of
a school day, playing an important role
in the holistic development of students.
So kids of Class I -A and B had a Show
and tell activity on 29.4.21. They were
dressed up nicely and participated
enthusiastically. They showed the
props related to their object and spoke
few lines along with self- introduction.

Kavi - Sammelan
Kavi Sammelan
Our Hindi educators decided to provide
little poets a platform where they can pour
out their hearts, by organizing 'Kavi
Sammelan' for students of class VI to VIII.
It was a zestful event as the poets made the
event so enjoyable with their poems and the
expressions of recital. The poets meet began
with the short poems and then slowly and
gradually the poets made the programe
more fun filled. They read out poems on
social life, politics, cricket and other issues
prevailing in the society. Their poetries were
full of entertainment that made the poetic
atmosphere even more enjoyable especially
for the young audience.

Mother’s Day
This pandemic has forced everyone to sit at home
and due to this somehow we all got an opportunity
to spend time with our family as well as ourselves.
However, Mother is the only member of the family
who doesn't get time for herself and we always see
her on her toes for all others.
To make her feel special and to celebrate Mother's
day on 7th May, tiny tots of classes Nursery to 1
made little efforts to make the moments

memorable for them.
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